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Abstract
In many matching markets, one side “applies” to the other, and these applications are often
expensive and time-consuming (e.g. students applying to college). It is tempting to think that
making the application process easier should benefit both sides of the market. After all, the
applicants could submit more applications, and the recipients would have more applicants to
choose from. In this paper, we propose and analyze a simple model to understand settings where
both sides of the market suffer from increased number of applications.
The main insights of the paper are derived from quantifying the signal to noise tradeoffs in
random matchings, as applications provide a signal of the applicants’ preferences. When appli-
cations are costly the signal is stronger, as the act of making an application itself is meaningful.
Therefore more applications may yield potentially better matches, but fewer applications create
stronger signals for the receiving side to learn true preferences.
We derive analytic characterizations of the expected quality of stable matchings in a simple
utility model where applicants have an overall quality, but also synergy with specific possible
partners. Our results show how reducing application cost without introducing an effective
signaling mechanism might lead to inefficiencies for both sides of the market.
∗Computer Science, Princeton University. E-mail: smweinberg@princeton.edu. Work done in part while the
author was a research fellow at the Simons Institute for the Theory of Computing.
†Stanford University. E-mail: jamesz@stanford.edu.
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1 Introduction
College application is an expensive and time-consuming process. A student may apply to many
colleges, and each application could take considerable effort to complete. Because of this, systems
that reduce the cost of application, for example by allowing a common application to be submitted
to many schools for free, would appear to benefit students. This may appear like a win-win because
it seems that colleges also stand to gain from receiving more applications. After all, having a larger
pool of applicants to select from should make it more likely to find the students that are good fits.
Many US universities now explicitly try to increase the number of applications. At the same time,
lower acceptance rates are advertised as a badge of exclusivity, suggestive of higher quality student
body.
In this paper, we present and analyze a simple model that illustrates how when it becomes
too easy to apply to more colleges, everyone—students and colleges—might suffer. Students get
into schools that are lower on their preference list and schools enroll students that are poor fits.
The heart of the issue is signal to noise. Matching students with colleges is a learning problem.
From an application, a college derives a noisy signal about how good of a fit is the student to that
particular environment, and admission offers are made based on these noisy signals. Increasing the
number of applications could increase the amount of noise in the entire matching system, making
the learning more difficult and leading to a worse outcome for students and colleges. After all,
when there is an cost (or at least an opportunity cost) to applying, the application itself carries a
meaningful signal. We derive an analytic characterization of how the signal-to-noise trades off with
the number of applications. While we motivate our analysis with the college-application example,
the insights abouts signal and noise in multi-agent matchings is more general and can be applied
in other settings.
Since college admissions approximately follow a university-proposing deferred-acceptance pro-
cedure,1 it is generally well-understood that students experience a tradeoff as the number of ap-
plications grows. Too few applications results in many students not being admitted at all, but too
many applications results in students getting matched to universities further down their list (as
the resulting admissions become more in line with the schools’ preferences and less so with stu-
dents’) [Pit89, KMP90]. So already from existing theory on matching markets, one could conclude
that the common app (i.e. a framework that enables a student to apply to many schools essentially
for free) is not unilaterally beneficial for students, and some care is required to ensure that the
application rate lies in a profitable range.
On the other hand, if schools can fully learn their preferences over students from reading
applications, it is similarly well-understood that schools are more likely both to be matched at
all, and to be matched with more preferable students as the application rate increases. However,
there’s much more to a student than can be learned simply through their application, and students
often have some latent factors that affect how well they fit a particular college. For instance, maybe
a student fits in with the culture at a specific school (and is therefore more likely to succeed than
a comparable student who doesn’t), or has a significant other already attending (and is therefore
more likely to succeed without the additional travel), etc.2 Students have a pretty good idea of
whether or not they synergize with a university, but cannot genuinely convey this to universities
1That is, colleges admit their favorite applicants, and students accept their favorite “proposal.” University “wait-
lists” make the procedure even closer to a true deferred-acceptance protocol.
2In these examples, we are making the mild assumption that school preferences are at least positively correlated
with the likelihood of student success.
through an application - clever students will simply claim synergy on all their applications. So
without a formal signaling scheme (such as that used by the Economics academic job market -
more on that in Section 1.2), the only signal the universities receive about possible synergy comes
from the students’ choices of where to apply.
In light of this, one might reasonably expect that the common app is not even unilaterally
beneficial for universities, as they too experience a tradeoff: More applications results in potentially
preferable admits, but also in a weaker signal regarding synergy. The main contribution of this
paper is a simple model illustrating this tradeoff, and a clean analysis of the optimal application
rate as a function of modeling parameters. Concrete details on the model appear in Section 2, and
we briefly overview the model and our results below.
1.1 Overview of Results
To map our model to the example of college applications, it is better to think of restricting at-
tention to the top-tier students and top-tier universities. Within this set of universities, one could
imagine that preferences over universities are roughly symmetric (i.e. independently, uniformly at
random for all students). We model there being a synergy between every student and their favorite
college (so this is already captured in the student preferences). When colleges receive applications,
applications from students with synergy may appear stronger on average than those without, but
otherwise the preferences based on applications are similarly symmetric and independent across
schools (formal definition in Section 2). Based on these noisy signals, each college offers admis-
sions to its “strongest” applicants. Students with multiple offers selects their favorite to accept,
(perhaps) additional admission offers are made by colleges and the process iterates.
Aside from postponing details about how signal strength corresponds to synergy (which is a
modeling parameter), this is the entire model. We show in Section 3 how to compute, for any
application rate K (number of applications per student), the expected number of schools who get
their first, second, etc. choice student, as well as the expected number of schools who accept a
student with synergy. We show that the number of students getting their first, second, etc. choice
school must satisfy a system of (non-linear) equations. We derive the system of equations by
considering a simple thought experiment, detailed in Section 3.
In Section 4, we consider some natural instantiations of our modeling parameters and derive the
optimal application rate. The key takeaway from both sections together is that our simple model,
which only concerns preferences and synergy, and not additional features like the cost of processing
applications, is already rich enough to exhibit a tradeoff in utilities for both schools and students
as the number of applications grows.
While we use the language of students and universities throughout the paper, this should be
viewed as a motivating example. Our analyses shed some light on the college application process
(i.e. one should be careful about making applications too easy without a formal signaling scheme),
but our model is intentionally too simple to make specific claims about the current practice (i.e.
of the form “the existence of the common app helps/hurts the average student/university”). We
consider our main contribution to be a significantly simpler model than in prior literature that
reaches the same qualitative conclusions (more on that below).
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1.2 Related Work
Following numerous seminal papers on stable matchings, e.g. [GS62, MW71, GS85, Rot82], much
is known about algorithms for finding stable matchings, when matchings tend to favor one side
or the other, and when they can be manipulated. We will not survey the field in its entirety, but
discuss the most related works on three directions below.
Stable Matchings with Random Preferences. Early work of [Pit89, KMP90] established a
large gap between the utility of the proposing side and the receiving side for the deferred-acceptance
algorithm in perfectly random markets with n parties on each side of capacity 1: the proposing
side gets a match on average equal to their ln(n)th favorite partner, whereas the receiving side on
average gets their (n/ lnn)th partner (interestingly, it was recently shown that adding a single party
to the proposing side causes the values to swap and the receiving side becomes better off [IAL]).
Recent work has also used random preferences as a lens to study various tie-breaking rules in
school choice [Arn16, ANR15, AS14, AN16]. The works with techniques most related to ours
are [IM15, KP09], who study random markets where one side proposes but to a vanishing fraction of
the receiving side. The focus of these works is on understanding when such markets are manipulable.
While our techniques are indeed similar to those used in these works, to the best of our knowledge
our approach for computing the quality profile of matches via systems of non-linear equations is
novel, and could be of independent interest for related work along these lines.
Stable Matchings with Truncated Preference Lists. In addition to the already discussed
works of [IM15, KP09], truncated preference lists (e.g. where participants propose to/accept pro-
posals from a proper subset of potential partners) have also been extensively studied outside of
random markets [GI89, KM09, GF13, PRVW11], mostly with an emphasis on how protocols can
be manipulated via truncating preference lists. In this work we don’t address strategic manipula-
tions, and only study truncation in random markets.
Signaling in Matching Markets. There is already much literature concerning matching mar-
kets with information asymmetries. Numerous works, both theoretical and empirical, show that
the ability to signal interest in a potential partner can help improve match quality as long as there
is at least some opportunity cost for signaling (e.g. only K signals can be sent) [HPY16, RX97,
CKng, LNKK11, LN15, CCL+10]. In particular, [CCL+10] discusses a signaling scheme used on
the Economics academic job market: candidates are allowed up to two signals to send along with
an application to alert the recipient to their interest if it might not be clear from the application
alone (e.g. if an exceptionally strong candidate has family near a lower-tier school and might prefer
to go there over higher ranked schools. Apparently it is not common practice to signal top-tier
schools, as they are already aware of every applicant’s high interest).
One can interpret sending an application itself as a form of signaling, but in this work we
do not discuss formal signaling mechanisms outside of the application process itself. It is worth
noting that well-designed signaling schemes used in practice do have a positive impact on match
quality [LNKK11, LN15, CCL+10], even when signals are free but limited. So there is certainly
cause to believe that understanding the tradeoff between application rate and match quality could
benefit markets without formal signaling schemes.3
3Note that the common app does have some form of signaling scheme via early decision/early action.
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Tradeoffs as Application Rate Increases. Somewhat surprisingly, there is not much work on
understanding the tradeoffs experienced by the receiving side as application rates increase. To the
best of our knowledge, this was first studied in recent work of [AJK15], who show that when it
is costly for the receiving side to evaluate applications and users on both sides arrive and depart,
that the receiving side suffers under excessive applications. While their model is more realistic and
closer to applications like oDesk, our model is comparatively simpler and cleaner for theoretical
study. For instance, we identify a tradeoff for the receiving side as application rate increases solely
due to information asymmetry, without appealing to the cost of evaluating applications. Clearly
our simple model is less apt for practice, but perhaps more apt for tractable theory and intuition.
The Effect of Signaling on College Admissions. A recent article in Washington Monthly
discussed issues with the college application process due to increased number of application [Kim16].
For example, schools have difficulty in predicting how many accepted students will choose to enroll,
sometimes leading to prohibitive levels of under/over-enrollment (instances of miscalculation both
ways have been severe enough to cause presidents’ resignations). To cope with this, universities are
trying to use ad hoc signalling measures such as early decision/early action, or “did this applicant
come for a campus visit?” While there’s nothing inherently wrong with this, both metrics are
believed to benefit wealthier applicants who can make an early decision without competing financial
aid packages, or afford campus visits. Addressing such complex issues requires a solid theoretical
understanding of the signal-to-noise tradeoff in the application process.
2 Model and Preliminaries
2.1 Our Model
Students and Universities. There is a set S of students and U of universities. Each student has
a preference ordering over U ∪ {⊥}, and each university has a preference ordering over S ∪ {⊥} (⊥
represents no match). We denote by n = |S| the number of students, and M = |U |/|S| the ratio of
universities to students. We will treat M as a constant and let n grow. One can simulate a student
s not applying to a university u by having s rank ⊥ above u.
Capacities. Each student will accept admission to at most one university. Each university
can enroll at most L students. We will abuse notation and refer to a matching as any mapping
from students to universities where each student is matched with at most one university, and each
university is matched with at most L students.
Student Preferences. Students’ preferences are independent and chosen uniformly at random
over the space of all university orderings. If a student’s favorite university is u, we say she is a
special-u student.
University Preferences. When we refer to university preferences, we mean their preferences
only having seen applications, which are not necessarily perfectly correlated with the true utility to
a university for accepting a certain student. University preferences are drawn in the following way:
There are two distributions D and D′ over R+. For university u, and each special-u student, the
university observes a signal drawn from D. For all other students, the university observes a signal
drawn from D′. Then, the university ranks all students in decreasing order of signal. If D = D′,
then the university’s preferences are also uniformly random.
Utilities. We do not explicitly model student utilities, other than that students get at least as
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much utility for going to more preferred schools. Similarly, we do not explicitly model university
utilities other than that they get higher base utility for successfully recruiting more preferred
students, and bonus utility for recruiting a student with synergy. All of our analysis directly
studies the expected quality of matches (in terms of where partners rank on respective preference
lists, and whether or not there is synergy), and can therefore be readily applied to any utility model
with the preceding properties.
Applications and Admissions. Every student sends applications to their K favorite schools.
We do not model how it comes to be that this is the case (perhaps it is hard-coded into a centralized
system, perhaps application costs/burdens are tuned to make this an equilibrium, etc.). Once
all applications are submitted, the school-proposing deferred-acceptance procedure begins: school
admit their L favorite students and waitlist the rest (among the applications that it received).
Students deny all but their favorite offer. Universities whose offers were denied make new offers to
their next favorite students, and this process repeats until every university either has L admitted
students or no more offers to make.
Goal. Our goal is to understand the expected match quality for the average student and
university for varying settings of parameters as n→∞, while K,L,M remain constant.
2.2 Stable Matching Preliminaries
In this section, we review some basic preliminaries from stable matching.
Stable Matchings. A matching M from S to U (where perhaps not everyone is matched)
is stable if it has no blocking pairs. A blocking pair is a student s and a university u such that s
prefers u to their partner in M, and u prefers s to one of their partners in M (if s is unmatched,
their partner is ⊥. If u is matched to ` < L students, the remaining L − ` partners are ⊥). The
idea is that M is not stable because s and u prefer to break their matches in M and partner with
each other instead. We do not consider university preferences over sets of students.
Finding Stable Matchings. Seminal work of Gale and Shapley [GS62] shows that stable
matchings always exist and can be found efficiently via the deferred acceptance algorithm: Ini-
tially, all universities are unmatched, and all students are matched to ⊥. One at a time, an
arbitrary unfilled university u is selected to propose (unfilled universities are those with fewer than
L matches). The university proposes to their favorite student who has not yet rejected them. If
that student is ⊥, the proposal is accepted and u becomes matched to ⊥. Otherwise, the recipient,
s, compares u to their current match, u′, and chooses the university they like best. If it is u, s is
now matched to u and u′ becomes unfilled. Otherwise, u stays unfilled (and s stays matched to
u′). The process terminates when no universities are unfilled.
Stable Partners. One can define, for all universities u, the set S(u) of students that are ever
matched to u in any stable matching. These are called the stable partners of u. Similarly, one can
define U(s) to be the set of universities that are ever matched to s in any stable matching. Much
is known about the structure of stable partners:
Theorem 1. [[GS62]] The stable matching output at the end of the university-proposing deferred-
acceptance algorithm is unique, and independent of the order in which universities propose (they may
also propose simultaneously). Furthermore, for all universities u, u’s partners when the algorithm
terminates is its L favorite students in S(u).
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2.3 Comparing Student and University Proposals
In our model, once the set of applications have seen sent out, the schools form their (noisy) pref-
erences among the received applications and applies the school-proposing deferred-acceptance al-
gorithm. Deferred-acceptance is a reasonable approximation to the wait-list system used by many
colleges. We can imagine a different, hypothetical way that the matching can be performed. Each
student forms their preferences as described in our model. Then the student-proposing deferred ac-
ceptance is ran. Each student applies to her favorite school. The school either rejects the student—if
it has already filled its slots with better applications as judged by the noisy signal—or tentatively
accepts the student. Students who are rejected then apply to their next favorite schools, until each
student makes up to K applications. If a school receives a better application, it can reject a student
that it had tentatively accepted before. We emphasize that this is just a thought-experiment model
and is not how school application works. In fact it sounds quite different from the school-proposing
deferred-acceptance algorithm of our actual model. However, [IM15, KP09] prove that in settings
similar to ours, the resulting matchings are nearly identical. Using their techniques, we’re able to
show the same of our model as well:
Theorem 2. In our model, for constant K,L,M , and as n → ∞, any two stables matchings are
identical except for an o(1) fraction of the students. In particular, the matchings produced by the
school-proposing deferred-acceptance and the student-proposing deferred acceptance algorithms are
the same except for an o(1) fraction of the students.
We defer the proof of Theorem 2 to Section A. We shall analyze the student-proposing algorithm
to derive an analytic characterization for the number of students that get into their top-choice
schools and nontop-choice schools. Because Theorem 2 guarantees that this outcome from student-
proposing is essentially identical to the outcome from running our actual model using school-
proposing, we know that the same expressions characterize the resulting matching from school-
proposing deferred acceptance as well.
3 Solving our model
In this section, we provide a closed form for computing the student and university utility as a
function of parameters. To begin, consider the following thought experiment: Say we were to claim
that as n→∞ that xin± o(n) students wound up proposing to their ith favorite university in the
student-optimal stable matching with probability 1 − o(1). Then it better also be the case that
(1− xi)n± o(n) students wound up matched to one of their top i− 1 universities. This is simply
because students who propose to their ith favorite university are exactly those who were rejected
from all of their top i− 1.
Because of how student preferences are drawn in our model (namely, they are uniformly at
random), this means that a total of
∑K
i=1 xin ± o(n) proposals are made to uniformly random
universities.4 Label all proposals from a student to their ith favorite university as a “type i”
proposal. We know that in the student-proposing deferred acceptance, every university winds up
matched to the best L proposals they received during the run of the algorithm. Therefore, we could
compute, given that xin ± o(n) type i proposals are made, and given how university preferences
4Technically, they are not quite uniformly at random, because the second proposal from a student is guaranteed
not to go to her first choice. But since K is fixed, as n→∞, this difference only impacts an o(1) fraction of proposals.
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are drawn over different kinds of proposals (depends only on D,D′), the expected number of type
i proposals that are accepted in the end, for all i. We compute this for specific choices of D,D′ in
Section 4, but for now denote this as a a function parameterized by D,D′:
Definition 1. fD,D
′,M,L
i (~x) · n denotes the expected number of type i proposals that are accepted
when xin type i proposals are made in total for i ∈ [K], each to one of Mn uniformly random
universities, and each university selects their favorite L proposals randomly according to preferences
based on D,D′. Specifically, for each type 1 proposal, the university will sample a signal from D.
For each type > 1 proposal, the university will sample a signal from D′. Then the university will
select the L students with the highest signals.
So now let’s conclude our thought experiment: If indeed x2n±o(n) students wound up proposing
to their second favorite university, it better be the case that x2 ·n = x1 ·n− fD,D
′,M,L
1 (~x) ·n± o(n).
Otherwise, there is an inconsistency in our claim: as the students whose top proposal is not accepted
are exactly those who propose to their second choice. Similarly, if x3n ± o(n) students wound up
proposing to their third favorite university, it better be the case that x3 ·n = x2 ·n− fD,D
′,M,L
2 (~x) ·
n ± o(n). The point is that once we know how many type i proposals are made, for all i, we can
turn around and compute the number of such proposals accepted (up to o(n), with probability
1−o(1)). But also, once we know the total number of proposals accepted, we can turn back around
and compute how many proposals of each type were made (with probability 1 − o(1)). So if we
are correct in guessing ~x, we better get back ~x± o(n) after going back and forth. This provides a
system of equations that ~x must satisfy if indeed we guessed correctly. This intuition is captured in
Theorem 3 below, whose proof consists mostly of formalizing the thought experiment above (which
we therefore defer to Appendix B). In the statement below, note that y1 = 1, as every student
proposes to their top choice (for ease of notation, define y0 = 1 as well, and f
D,D′,M,L
0 (~x) = 0 for
all ~x,D,D′,M,L).
Theorem 3. Let yi · n denote the expected number of students who propose to their ith favorite
school in the student-optimal stable matching. Then:
yi = yi−1 − fD,D
′,M,L
i−1 (~y)± o(1), ∀i ∈ [K]. (1)
To properly apply Theorem 3, note that it doesn’t suffice to simply find a point in [0, 1]K solving
the system of equations, as there might be multiple. So in order to claim that a solution to the
system of equations is in fact the expected number of type i applications made for all i, we must
also show that it is the unique solution. Fortunately, it is also the case that every solution implies
the existence of a stable matching with roughly the same distribution of accepted proposals with
probability 1 − o(1). So if there were multiple solutions, this would imply that often there exist
two stable matchings that differ on a Θ(n) fraction of students, which contradicts Theorem 2. We
prove this below in Section 3.1.
3.1 The Solution is Unique
In this section, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4. Let ~y be a solution to the system of equations (1). Then with probability 1−o(1) when
preferences are drawn according to our model, there exists a stable matching where (yi−yi+1)n±o(n)
students are matched to their ith favorite school for all i ∈ [K − 1].
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The proof will again consist of a few steps. At a high level, our approach will be roughly to
consider a student-proposing deferred acceptance, but starting with a bunch of proposals already
having been made (namely, yin−o(n) type i proposals for all i), and show that not much additional
proposing is necessary to yield a stable matching. Due to space constraints, we defer the proof to
Appendix C.
Corollary 1. In our model, the system of equations (1) has a unique solution in [0, 1]K .
Proof. Assume for contradiction that there are multiple solutions ~x and ~y. By Theorem 4, a 1−o(1)
fraction of instances both have a stable matching where (yi+1 − yi)n± o(n) students are matched
to their ith favorite school for all i ∈ [K − 1], and where (xi+1 − xi)n± o(n) students are matched
to their ith favorite school for all i ∈ [K−1]. In order to not contradict Theorem 2, it must be that
xi+1 − xi = yi+1 − yi for all i ∈ [K − 1]. As x1 = y1 = 1, this immediately implies that xi = yi for
all i.
4 Utilities of matchings
In this section, we instantiate our results from the previous section for a couple choices of D,D′.
In the first, we consider D = D′ (so the schools’ preferences are also uniformly at random). In this
model, if everyone were to apply everywhere, synergy would be completely hidden. So it is natural
to expect that smaller K yields higher expected utility for the schools (because synergy can only
be detected by where students choose to apply). We also consider D = N (δ, 1) and D′ = N (0, 1)
for some δ > 0. Here, if everyone were to apply everywhere, some synergy would be detected, but
not perfectly. Here we see that depending on δ, the optimal choice of K could range from 1 to n.
4.1 Example: Synergy is completely hidden
For this example, consider the case where D = D′. Then university preferences are also uniformly
at random over the students. So every proposal is equally likely to be accepted, and the probability
that a given proposal is accepted is just # proposals accepted∑
i xi
. When L = 1, the number of proposals
accepted is just the number of schools that receive a proposal, which is Mn(1 − e−
∑
i xi/M ) in
expectation. When L > 1 the closed form for the expected number of accepted proposals can be
written down explicitly but is messier, so we just denote it as g(
∑
i xin,M,L). Theorem 3 implies
that if yi denotes the number of type i proposals made, then we have:
yj = yj−1 − g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
· yj−1 ∀j ∈ [K].
Note that
g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
doesn’t depend on j. So we can define α = 1− g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
, and recover
that yj = α
j−1 for all j. So we just need to solve for α. Note that we have two equations involving
α and
∑
i yi. The first is simply the definition of α we just computed. The second is that we know
that for whatever α we wind up with, we must have
∑K
j=1 α
j−1 =
∑
i yi (as both sides compute
the total number of applications made). Rewriting and substituting for α, this implies:
∑
i
yi =
1− (1− g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
)K
g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
.
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⇒ g(
∑
i
yin,M,L)/n = 1− (1− g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
)K . (2)
It is easy to see that as
∑
i yi increases, the LHS of Equation (2) increases (as more applications
are made, the expected number of accepted applications increases). Similarly, it is easy to see
that as
∑
i yi increases, the RHS of Equation (2) decreases. As
∑
i yi increases, the fraction of
applications that are rejected (1− g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
) increases. So (1− g(
∑
i yin,M,L)∑
i yin
) increases, and the
RHS of Equation (2) decreases. So if there is a solution it is unique (actually, we already know
this by Corollary 1, but this is a good sanity check). We can also confirm that a solution exists
by observing that as
∑
i yi → ∞, the LHS approaches ML, whereas the RHS approaches 0. As∑
i yi → 0, the LHS approaches 0, whereas the RHS approaches 1. So somewhere in between, a
unique solution exists (again, we also knew this already from Corollary 1). In any case, we conclude
the following:
Proposition 1. When D = D′, the expected number of total applications sent in the student-
proposing deferred-acceptance algorithm, x, is within ±o(n) of the unique solution to g(x,M,L)/n =
1− (1− g(x,M,L)/x)K . A g(x,M,L)/x fraction of students get their first choice.
Note that the information contained in Proposition 1 is indeed enough to compute the expected
preference ranking of a university for its matched students. Also note that Equation (2) helps
quantify some intuition. Clearly, as K increases, the total number of applications made in the
student-proposing deferred acceptance will increase. We can readily read off from Equation (2)
that as K increases, the RHS also increases, and therefore the total number of applications must
also increase in order to re-reach equality.
4.2 Numerical results
We performed numerical experiments to compute the number of students who get their first choice
college as well as the total number of students that are matched with a college. We considered an
instantiation of our general model when there are 100 students and 100 colleges and each college
has one slot. We analyze the effect as the students apply to an increasing number of colleges. The
preferences of the students and of the colleges are sampled as described above. In particular, we
think of the top-choice college of each student as being the “right” fit, so that both the student
and the college receive increased utility when a student gets into her favorite college.
The x-axis of Figure 1 indicates the number of applications made by each student. The bottom
dotted curves correspond to the number of students that get into their top-choice school while
the top curves correspond to the total number of students that get into a school. The different
colors indicate different values of δ. Recall that when δ = 0, the applications are noisy and a
college cannot distinguish between good-fit students and all other students. In this case, as the
number applications made increases, a larger number of students are matched with a school, while
a substantially smaller number of students get into their top choice. This confirms the theoretical
analysis from the previous sections based on analyzing the fixed point equations. As δ increases,
the ability of schools to identify the right students improves and we see less attribution of the
top-choice applications.
Depending on the ratio between the bonus utility from synergy versus the base utility from
preferences, the optimal choice of K will vary. As an example, if the base utility is 1 for any
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Figure 1: As students make more applications, the number of students who get into their top-choice
school decreases while the number of overall acceptances increases.
match, and the bonus utility from synergy is also 1, then for δ = 0 in our experiments the utility
is maximized when each student applies to 3 schools.
5 Discussion and Future Work
We study the signal to noise tradeoff in matchings. We provide a clean and simple model for match-
ing markets where one side has more information about match quality than the other, but there is
no established signaling procedure for them to convey this information outside of the applications
themselves. We show that our model is already rich enough to exhibit a tradeoff for both sides as
the number of applications grows, without needing to include additional modeling features. Still,
the parameters we choose to investigate in this work are exactly those for which a clean proof re-
veals the appropriate insight. It is an important direction for future work to investigate our model
in regimes where these simple proofs no longer work. As an example, modeling synergy between
students and schools besides their favorite would require tools beyond those developed in [IM15] to
connect the student- and school-optimal stable matchings. As another example, modeling simul-
taneously the inefficiency caused by poor signaling and application/processing cost would require
additional reasoning about equilibria regarding how students choose which applications to send,
and how schools decide which applications to process.
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A Omitted proof of Theorem 2
We first recall a characterization of stable partners.
Theorem 5. [[Rot84, MW71]] ⊥ ∈ U(s) ⇔ {⊥} = U(s). That is, if a student is ever unmatched
in a stable matching, it is unmatched in all stable matchings. Similarly, if |S(u)| ≤ L, u is matched
to all of S(u) in every stable matching. If u is matched to S with |S| < L in some stable matching,
then S = S(u).
Determining Multiple Stable Partners. The following theorem is reworded from [KP09],
builds on work of [IM15, Knu76, KMP90], and provides an algorithm to determine whether or not
|S(u)| > L for a given university u. Intuitively, the algorithm starts by finding u’s least favorite
stable partners via the student-proposing deferred-acceptance, then does an exhaustive search for
how u might possibly wind up with a student they like better in a stable matching. Step 3-b-iii)
bears witness that such a student exists. Otherwise, u’s only stable partners are those matched
from the student-proposing deferred-acceptance.5
Theorem 6 ([KP09]). The following algorithm takes as input any university u, and determines
whether or not |S(u)| > L.
1. Find the student-optimal stable matching. Let M(u) denote the students matched to u.
2. If |M(u)| < L, terminate and output no (because by Theorem 5, M(u) = S(u)). Otherwise:
3. For(S ⊆M(u)): For(s ∈ S):
(a) Unmatch s and u, pretending that u rejected s.
(b) While(s is unmatched and s 6= ⊥):
i. s proposes to their favorite university who hasn’t yet rejected them, u′.
ii. If u′ = ⊥: break, move onto the next s ∈ S and start from 3a).
iii. If u′ = u, and u prefers s to every student in M(u), terminate and output yes.
iv. If u′ 6= u: update s to be the student rejected by u′ (either the previous s, or their
least favorite previous match, whichever is lower on u′’s preference list).
4. If the algorithm completes the for-loops without outputting yes, output no.
5Theorem 6 is essentially Lemma 3 of [KP09], which is identical in technical content, but stated in the language
of whether matchings can be profitably manipulated.
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A.1 Number of Stable Partners
We show that as n→∞, a 1− o(1) fraction of universities have |S(u)| ≤ L. This implies that the
university-optimal stable matching and student-optimal stable matching are the same except for an
o(1) fraction of participants by Theorem 5. It turns out that it will be much simpler to analyze the
student-optimal stable matching, so this is a useful observation. The proof is essentially identical
to that of [IM15], we just have to repeat it here for completeness since our model is slightly
different.6 The proof is somewhat illustrative of the student-proposing deferred-acceptance process
with random preferences. One takeaway from the proof is that mileage comes from the fact that a
constant faction of universities will never get a proposal.
Proposition 2. In our model, for constant K,L,M , and growing n, the expected number of uni-
versities with |S(u)| > L is o(n).
Proof. We begin by applying the principle of deferred decisions to claim that the following is a
valid way to draw student and university preferences in our model:
1. For each student independently, draw their favorite university uniformly at random, but not
the rest of their preference list.
2. For each university independently, draw their complete preferences.
3. For each student independently, complete their preferences, uniformly at random.
The point is that university preferences only depend slightly on student preferences: university
u is more likely to prefer special-u students. But otherwise, university and student preferences are
independent. In particular, university preferences are independent of student preferences with the
exception of their favorite university. The rest of the proof continues exactly as in [IM15]. Pick a
university u and consider running the algorithm to determine whether or not |S(u)| > L, but using
the principle of deferred decisions. Specifically, complete steps 1) and 2) in the above sampling,
but not 3). Only draw the next university on a student’s preference list when they are about to
propose.
So first find the student-optimal stable matching, drawing all necessary student preferences in
order to do so (and the complete university preferences). Certainly, each student will have proposed
at least once at this point. Now, if |M(u)| < L, the algorithm terminates and correctly outputs
no. Otherwise, the algorithm continues in step 3. In order to output yes, s must propose to
u′ = u (step 3-b-iii). However, if s instead proposes to some university u′ who was unfilled in the
student-optimal stable matching (or after the previous s ∈ S were processed), then the algorithm
returns to step 3-a) with a new s having not yet output yes (because u′ will accept s’s proposal
and the new s will become ⊥). If s proposes to some university u′ 6= u who was matched in the
student-optimal stable matching (of after the previous s ∈ S were processed), then the algorithm
continues with the same s, still having not yet output yes. Because each student has already
proposed at least once to find the student-optimal stable matching, no matter which student s is,
or how many rejections they faced before being labeled s in the algorithm, the university they will
propose to next is currently undrawn, and is decided uniformly at random among all universities
they haven’t yet proposed to. So if X denotes the number of universities who were unfilled in the
6Specifically: in their model it is assumed that university preferences are arbitrary, but independent of student
preferences. In our model, university preferences depend on student preferences, but not by much.
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student-optimal stable matching, then the probability that the algorithm ever reaches step 3-b-iii)
(conditioned on X) is at most 2
LL
X−L+1 . This is because every time there is a chance of reaching step
3-b-iii), it is at least X − L times as likely that s proposes to an unfilled university (because up to
an additional L universities might become filled by the earlier s ∈ S) and the algorithm processes
the next s ∈ S. So taking a union bound over all s ∈ S that are processed, and over all S that
might be chosen results in 2
LL
X−L+1 . So now the analysis reduces to computing E[
2LL
X−L+1 ].
Fortunately, this exact quantity is already bounded (Lemma 7/proof of Theorem 1) in [KP09].
The idea is that for any university, the probability that it is unfilled in the student-optimal stable
matching is at least the probability that it does not appear L times in any student’s top K choices.
There are a total of nK universities among all students’ top K choices, all drawn independently
with replacement. So the probability that a university doesn’t appear L times is at least the
probability that a university doesn’t appear at all in any student’s top K choices, which is exactly
(1 − 1/(nM))nK ≈ e−K/M , meaning that E[X] ≈ nM/e−KM . Computing E[ 2LLX−L+1 ] is a touch
more involved, but Lemma 7 (and the proof of Theorem 1) in [KP09] show it to be o(1) (intuitively,
this should be true because E[X] = Θ(n), and L is constant). Combined with the analysis in
the previous paragraph, this means that for a fixed u, the probability that |S(u)| > L is at most
o(1).
Proof of Theorem 2. Simply combine Proposition 2 and Theorem 5.
B Omitted Proofs from Section 3
The proof of Theorem 3 has a couple steps. We begin by showing that the number of type i
proposals accepted when xjn type j proposals are made for all j concentrates very tightly around
fD,D
′,M,L
i (~x).
Lemma 1. Let xjn type j proposals to uniformly random universities be made for j ∈ [K]. Then
with probability 1−o(1), for all i, the number of type i proposals that are accepted is fD,D′,M,Li (~x)n±
o(n).
Proof. This is just a concentration bound. Let Xp be the indicator random variable for the event
that proposal p is accepted. Then {Xp}p∈P are negatively correlated for all sets of proposals P
(because some proposals being accepted only make it less likely that others are). Therefore, the
modified Chernoff-Hoeffding bound of [PS97, IK10] applies to the random variable
∑
p| p is type iXp.
Therefore, this sum is within ±√n log n = o(n) of its expectation with probability at least 1−2/n =
1− o(1).
Lemma 2. Let yi · n denote the expected number of students that propose to their ith favorite
university in a run of the student-proposing deferred-acceptance. Then with probability 1 − o(1),
yin± o(n) students propose to their ith favorite university in the student-optimal stable matching.
Proof. Again, this is just a concentration bound. Let Xs be the indicator random variable for the
event that student s proposes to her ith favorite university. Then {Xs}s∈S are negatively correlated
for all sets of students S (because some students proposing a lot means they were rejected, making
it more likely that other proposals were accepted, and therefore less likely that other students
also propose to their ith favorite university). Therefore, the modified Chernoff-Hoeffding bound
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of [PS97, IK10] again applies to the random variable
∑
sXs, and the sum is within±
√
n log n = o(n)
of its expectation with probability at least 1− 2/n = 1− o(1).
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume for contradiction that this was not the case. Lemma 2 shows that
the number of students who propose to their ith favorite university is yin ± o(n) with probability
1 − o(1). This means that the number of type i proposals made is yin ± o(n) with probability
1 − o(1). But Lemma 1 then says that with probability 1 − o(1), the number of accepted type i
proposals is fD,D
′,M,L
i (~y)n ± o(n). So yi better fall in the range yi−1n − fD,D
′,M,L
i−1 (~y)n ± o(n), or
else we have a contradiction (that either too many or too few type i proposals were made, given
the number of rejected type i− 1 proposals).
C Omitted Proofs from Section 3.1
We first consider drawing preferences in the following way:
1. For each i, draw yi · n− o(n) random universities. These will be the type i proposals made.
2. For each university u, draw a signal from D for each type 1 proposal made to it, and a signal
from D′ for each type > 1 proposal made to it. Select the L proposals with highest signals.
Label each proposal as “accepted” if it is one of the L highest, or “rejected” otherwise.
3. Randomly assign all type 1 proposals to the students.
4. Repeat for i = 2 to K: Randomly assign the type i proposals to students whose type i − 1
proposal was rejected. Note that there might be fewer proposals than students. Leave the
extra students without a type i proposal.7
5. For all student preferences that have not yet been formed, drawn them uniformly at random.
6. To fill out the university preferences, if a signal for a proposal was already drawn, map that
signal to the student who was assigned that proposal. Otherwise, draw a signal indepen-
dently from D′ for all other proposals (which are necessarily type > 1), and sort students in
decreasing order of signal.
Before appealing to the labels of “accepted” and “rejected” to construct a matching, let’s first
confirm that the above preferences are drawn faithfully w.r.t. our model.
Proposition 3. The sampling procedure above faithfully draws preferences in line with our model.
Proof. Essentially we are again just using the principle of deferred decisions. From the university
perspective, the point is that we don’t need to know exactly which student made a proposal in
order to rank it. We just need to know whether it was a type 1 or type > 1 proposal. So it is
valid for universities to draw preferences over proposals without yet mapping those preferences to
a concrete student. For the student preferences, we are simply drawing random universities to be
in preference lists first (the list of “made proposals”), and deferring the decision of exactly which
student drew this school to be next on their list. But as all universities in the list are drawn
7Recall again that for a Θ(1/n) fraction of proposals, there will be an issue where a student’s type i proposal
goes to the same school as their type j proposal for j 6= i. This can again be safely ignored because all of our claims
concern a 1− o(1) fraction of students, and again we will not address this formally.
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uniformly at random, this is again a valid way to generate uniformly random preference lists for
the students.
Now, we want to claim that becuase ~y solves Equations (1), we can recover an almost-stable
matching from the above procedure. The idea is that if we match students to universities according
to the “accepted” proposals, it would be a stable matching if only every student whose type i
proposal was labeled “rejected” had a type i + 1 proposal assigned to them. Unfortunately, there
are also o(n) students whose type i proposal was rejected, but who did not follow up with a type i+1
proposal. So these students will be unmatched, even though they didn’t exhaust their preference
list. We call such students inconsistent.
Definition 2. For preferences drawn from the above procedure, define a student to be consistent
if for all i, they are assigned a type i proposal if and only if they were assigned a “rejected” type
i− 1 proposal. Call all other students inconsistent.
Proposition 4. Consider the matching that follows the “accepted” proposals. Specifically, if a
student is assigned a proposal labeled “accepted,” they are matched to that school. If ~y solves
Equations (1), then with probability 1 − o(1), the only blocking pairs for this matching contain
inconsistent students.
Proof. First, we observe that with probability 1 − o(1), there are always more rejected type i
proposals than type i + 1 proposals made - this follows immediately from the fact that ~y solves
Equations (1), Lemma 1, and the fact that we made yin− o(n) type i proposals (instead of exactly
yin). So with probability 1− o(1), there is no issue with the same student getting mapped to two
different “accepted” proposals, and the proposed matching is indeed a matching with probability
1− o(1).
Now, consider any possible blocking pair (s, u) where s is consistent. Consistency implies that
every school that s prefers to its current match had L “accepted” proposals that it prefered to s.
Therefore, if s prefers u to its current match, u does not prefer s to any of its current matches, and
(s, u) can’t possibly be a blocking pair.
Note however that if s is inconsistent, (s, u) can be a blocking pair. If s is inconsistent, then
s is unmatched. We know that for all the universities u that s “proposed” to, u prefers all L
of its partners to s. But for the universities on s’s list that were generated in step 5) and not
as “proposals,” we don’t know whether or not these universities would prefer s to their current
partners, because the label of “accept” and “reject” was only determined for the “proposals.”
At this point, we’re very close to a stable matching, we just need to handle the o(n) inconsis-
tent students. To do this, we just need to let such students continue proposing down their list.
This might cause a rejection chain, where previously matched students get rejected and continue
proposing, which causes other previously matched students to be rejected, etc. We show that the
expected number of students affected by a single rejection chain is constant, and therefore all but
o(n) of the original matches remain. We begin by confirming that this procedure indeed results in
a stable matching. The following lemma is well-known:
Lemma 3. Let M be a stable matching for students S and universities U . Then a stable matching
for S∪{s} and U can be found by beginning fromM, and continuing the student-proposing deferred-
acceptance with s proposing.
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Proof. LetM′ denote the matching at the end of the procedure, and consider any possible blocking
pair (t, u). If t prefers u to its current match, then either t proposed to u during the rejection chain,
or t was already matched to a university it liked worse than u in M. If t proposed to u during
the rejection chain, then t was rejected, so clearly u has L partners it prefers to t. If t was already
matched to a university it liked worse than u in M, then u must have already had L partners it
prefered to t in M, as M was stable. As u’s partners can only improve going from M to M′, u
must still have L partners it prefers to t in M′, so (t, u) cannot be a blocking pair.
Lemma 4. Conditioned on steps 1-4 in the sampling process, and over the randomness in steps 5
and 6, the expected number of students affected by each rejection chain is ≤ 2eK/M .
Proof. Again using the principle of deferred decisions, we can imagine sampling a student’s next
favorite school only when necessary to continue the rejection chain. A rejection chain certainly
terminates when a student’s next favorite school has fewer than L partners. If there are X such
universities, then the probability that a rejection chain terminates at each step is independently
X/(Mn). So the expected number of steps until the rejection chain terminates is just Mn/X.
So we just need to compute E[Mn/X]. The number of universities with fewer than L partners
is certainly at least the number of universities that isn’t in any student’s top K. The expected
number of such universities is Mn(1− 1/(nM))nK ≈Mne−K/M , and by Chernoff bound is at least
Mne−K/M/2 with probability 1− e−Ω(n). So E[Mn/X] ≤ 2eK/M .
Corollary 2. Conditioned on steps 1-4 in the sampling process, and over the randomness in steps
5 and 6, the total number of students affected by each rejection chain is o(n) with probability at
least 1− o(1).
Proof. This is just an application of Markov’s inequality with appropriately chosen o(1) to the
random variable summing over all rejection chains of the number of students affected, which has
expectation o(n).
Now we are ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 4:
Proof of Theorem 4. By Proposition 3, the sampling procedure provides a valid way to generate
preferences in our model. By Proposition 4, and the fact that ~y is solves Equations (1), with
probability 1− o(1), the resulting instance has a matching where (yi+1 − yi)n± o(n) students are
matched to their ith favorite school for all i ∈ [K − 1], and this matching is almost stable. By
Lemma 3 and Corollary 2, the matching can be modified to a stable matching while only affecting
o(n) students. Therefore, the result is a stable matching where indeed (yi+1− yi)n± o(n) students
are matched to their ith favorite school for all i ∈ [K − 1].
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